In this paper, requirements of efficient group key creation in multiple hierarchy structure environment with clear distinction of hierarchical roles within organizations are explained and the method of creating a group key that satisfies such requirements is proposed. The proposed method creates the group key through logical sum operation of hierarchy identifier created using uni-directional hash chain and group identifier randomly created according to the access right. The problem of excessive possession of key information by upper group users in the existing static group key creation technique was resolved. At the same time, lower group users were prevented from deducing key information of upper group users. In addition, as a result of comparative analysis performed with an experiment on existing super group key creation technique and multiple hierarchy group key method, the proposed method was found to be equivalent or superior to existing method in terms of various items including the total number of keys created, the number of keys possessed by users, the number of keys used for encoding and decoding of information, and expandability of keys.
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